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By Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Adam Berkin

Pearson Education (US), United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 188 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. What separates a good reader from a great reader? Good
habits! Respected authors Doug Fisher and Nancy Frey join Adam Berkin to present a simple plan
that helps teachers move students towards higher achievement by capitalizing on seven research-
driven habits of strong readers. Each habit--from reading to learning to thinking critically--is
explained in a dedicated chapter that prepares teachers to nurture good habits in all of their
students, building a classroom community of avid readers. *Great Readers See Themselves as
Readers *Great Readers Make Sense of Text *Great Readers Use What They Know *Great Readers
Understand How Stories Work *Great Readers Read to Learn *Great Readers Monitor and Organize
What They Read *Great Readers Are Critical Responses from the Field The authors have nailed it as
far as the chapter topics capturing important issues in comprehension development go. The order
of topics is spot-on developmentally. I am in awe of the skill the authors showed in integrating and
operationalizing so many of the comprehension techniques and strategies that teachers are taught
all through their coursework.Barbara Pettegrew, Otterbein College I would...
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Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  Runte PhD-- Alvina  Runte PhD

It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Leif  Pr edovic-- Leif  Pr edovic
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